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Abstract. A key challenge facing many applications of new geosensor
networks technology is to derive meaningful spatial knowledge from lowlevel sensed data. This paper presents a formal model for representing
and computing topological relationship changes between continuously
evolving regions monitored by a geosensor network. The definition of
“continuity” is used to constrain region evolution and enables the local detection of node state transitions in the network. The model provides a computational framework for the detection of global high-level
qualitative relationship changes from local low-level quantitative sensor
measurements. In this paper, an efficient decentralized algorithm is also
designed and implemented to detect relationship changes and its computational efficiency is evaluated experimentally using simulation.

1

Introduction

A geosensor network (GSN) is a wireless network of tiny, sensor-enabled computing devices, called sensor nodes [1]. The connected nodes distributed over
a geographical surface can collaboratively monitor dynamic environmental phenomena at fine spatial and temporal granularities. They are tasked to detect spatiotemporal changes, and to answer high level spatial and spatiotemporal queries
about dynamic geographic phenomena. Real-time queries of gradual changes in
topological relationships between two spatial regions are of special interest in
many applications.
The conventional models for representing and computing with topological
relationships use the 9-intersection model [2], RCC [3], or CBM [4]. However,
there are three challenges to directly applying these approaches in a GSN. First,
a GSN requires decentralized algorithms to compute spatiotemporal information
inside the network to conserve the energy. Conventional models are centralized
in the sense that they require all sensor data to be collected and processed in a
centralized server, like a GIS or spatial database. Second, conventional models
of topological relations assume information about regions in continuous space.
By contrast, our information about such regions is always at limited spatial (and
temporal) granularity. A discrete model of topological relationships between regions is needed for correctly interpreting the changes to our finite-granularity

observations of those regions. Third, conventional models adopt high level qualitative approaches to handling spatial information, but a GSN has only low level
quantitative sensor measurements about dynamic environmental phenomena.
Therefore, there exists a gap between the global, high-level, qualitative spatial information and the local, low-level, quantitative sensor measurements in the
context of a GSN. A GSN should allow users to interact with the network using
high-level queries to avoid the need to understand low-level details. The goal of
this research is to bridge the gap and design a decentralized, efficient computational framework to detect relationship changes between continuously evolving
spatial regions monitored by a GSN. Common deformations of a region (i.e. scaling, translation) can change the topological relationship between two regions.
This paper focuses on two scaling types (a region’s expansion and contraction)
of deformations, and systematically investigates a decentralized computational
framework for inferring relationship changes in a geosensor network.
After a review of the relevant literature (Section 2), Section 3 will describe
a formal model for the decentralized representation of spatial regions and topological relationships in a GSN. The key contribution of this paper is the design and development of a computational framework to reason about gradual
changes in topological relationships of continuously evolving regions in a decentralized manner (Section 4). A decentralized algorithm is provided to infer
relationship changes (Section 5) and evaluated by simulations (Section 6). The
algorithm relies only on local information about a node’s own state and its immediate (one-hop) neighbors’, with no centralized control. Further, the approach
can operate without coordinate information about node locations, an important
consideration in many practical applications where on-board node positioning
systems may be unavailable or unreliable. A discussion of results and conclusion
are provided in Section 7.

2

Background

Wireless communication technology can enable the networking of a large amount
of sensing devices embedded into our physical environment, such as forests, the
ocean, high-rise buildings or highways [5]. A GSN can provide a fine-grained
monitoring of dynamic spatial entities, like regions, across a wide variety of applications. In many of those applications, qualitative spatiotemporal queries are
expected to be important, for example queries about the topological relationships
between dynamic regions. For example, a GSN capable of sensing environmental
parameters like temperature, humidity, fuel load, and wind in a forest, might be
tasked with monitoring bushfire susceptibility. In such an application, changes
to the topological relationships between regions of high fuel load, low humidity,
and high temperature (e.g., from disjoint to overlap to contain) will be highly
salient. The resource constraints on sensor nodes require that algorithms for
generating information about such high-level qualitative changes can operate in
the network in order to maximize the overall network lifetime [6]. This paper

will provide a decentralized approach to processing spatiotemporal information
in a geosensor network.
Many existing works use traditional numerical operations (or arithmetic operations such as Min, Max, Average and Sum) to retrieve and manipulate sensed
data [7]. However, extracting high-level spatial knowledge requires more sophisticated spatial operations [8]. Designing operations for processing qualitative
spatiotemporal information (i.e. topological relationships) is not only of our interest but also cognitively important [9]. Reasoning techniques should also be
exploited when designing operations for processing spatiotemporal information,
because incompleteness and imprecision are fundamental characteristics of sensor data acquired by a geosensor network [10].
Modeling and processing spatiotemporal information in a geosensor network
has already received a lot of attention. An event-based approach to detecting
topological changes such as region (or hole) merging, splitting, appearance, and
disappearance was proposed in [11]. Although this research focuses on detecting
regions’ incremental changes, the authors also give a definition of “continuity” to
constrain regions’ evolution. Similarly, in this paper we require that only region
boundaries can transition to region interiors or exteriors for any two consecutive
time steps. Other related work has designed and implemented efficient decentralized algorithms to detect topological changes, where coordinates of each node are
generally assumed to be available in the network [12–16]. Recent work has also
investigated tracking multiple objects simultaneously for detecting their topological changes [17, 18]. Other related work has studied the static topological
structure [19] and dynamic topological changes (e.g., merge, split, appear, disappear, [13]) within complex areal objects. Finally, recent related work has also
studied the static topological relationships between heterogeneous regions [20,21].
Thus, in contrast to previous work, this paper investigates dynamic topological relationships between heterogeneous regions (e.g., overlap, meet, equal, etc.),
using the conceptual neighborhood graph to constrain gradual changes. Further,
unlike most previous work cited above, our algorithm can operate without coordinate position or cyclic ordering information, relying solely on qualitative
information about the identities of each node’s immediate (one-hop) neighbors.

3

Formal model

This section outlines a formal model for representing spatial regions and their
topological relationships in a geosensor network. Most of the definitions are derived directly from related work in this area [11,14]. The paper concerns gradual
changes in topological relationships between two spatial regions. However, the
model can be simply extended to deal with three (or more) spatial regions simultaneously.
3.1

Preliminaries

A geosensor network is modeled as a planar graph G = (V, E), where V denotes
a set of geosensor nodes and E denotes a set of direct (one-hop) communication

links between nodes. Each node can collect a large volume of quantitative sensor
measurements by locally sensing dynamic geographic phenomena over time. By
giving a threshold, qualitative sensor information can be computed locally, such
as “high temperature” (e.g., above 40◦ C) or “low humidity” (e.g., below 30%).
The qualitative sensor information can be then modeled as a sensor function
of the form s : V → {0, 1}. A set of geosensor nodes for which s(v) = 1 can
approximate a spatial region of 1, where each node can locally decide whether it
is either inside or outside the spatial region. Choosing an appropriate threshold
for defining spatial regions will depend on the specific application. In this paper
we do not consider cases where the threshold is not crisp. However, this is a
topic of ongoing work, for example studying the topological changes to regions
with broad boundaries [22].
Each node v can exchange qualitative sensor information s(v) with one-hop
neighbors, denoted as nbr(v), where nbr(v) = {v " |{v, v " } ∈ E}. Thus, neighboring nodes can collaboratively determine whether they are boundary nodes,
denoted as the form b : V → {0, 1}. A node v is a boundary node (b(v) = 1)
if there exists a v " ∈ nbr(v) such that s(v) #= s(v " ). Otherwise, the node is
non-boundary node (b(v) = 0).
As shown in the Figure 1, combining two local values s(v) and b(v) can
distinguish four different states for node v in a spatial region: interior node
(s(v) = 1, b(v) = 0), inner boundary node (s(v) = 1, b(v) = 1), outer boundary
node (s(v) = 0, b(v) = 1), exterior node (s(v) = 0, b(v) = 0).

Exterior node
Outer boundary node

Inner boundary node

Region boundary
Spatial region

Interior node

Fig. 1. Geosensor network showing a set of nodes, direct communication links between
geosensor nodes, and sensed data (s(v) = 1 shown as gray node; s(v) = 0 shown as
white node; b(v) = 1 shown as nodes with thick stroke; b(v) = 0 shown as nodes with
thin stroke)

3.2

Region topology

The model above can be simply extended to consider two (or more) regions by
assuming two (or more) sensor functions for sensing region A and B, sA : V →
{0, A} and sB : V → {0, B}.

An obvious way to describe a set of fundamental topological relationships
between different sensor regions monitored by a geosensor network is to adapt
the well-known 4-intersection model (or the 9-intersection model, equivalent in
the case of areal objects [23]). First, define the “interior” A◦ of a sensor region
A as the set of interior nodes that are inside the region A but are not boundary
nodes, A◦ = {v ∈ V |s(v) = 1 ∧ b(v) = 0}. Next, define the “boundary” ∂A of a
sensor region A as the set of nodes that are inside the region and are boundary
nodes, ∂A = {v ∈ V |s(v) = 1 ∧ b(v) = 1}. For two regions A and B, examining
the intersections between the sets A◦ , ∂A and B ◦ , ∂B leads directly to the
familiar eight topological relationships between regions: disjoint (D), contains
(C), inside (I), equal (E), meet (M), covers (V), covered by (B), and overlap (O)
(cf. [24]).
3.3

From node states to region topology

The discussion above in Section 3.2 provides a global definition of the topological
relationships between sensor regions in a geosensor network. However, individual
nodes do not have access to this global information, only to local information
assumed to include their own state and those of their immediate (one-hop) neighbors. Thus, each node can locally sense whether it is in or out of some sensed
region; and can also determine whether it is at the boundary of a region by
communicating with its immediate one-hop neighbors. Consequently, each node
has access to four bits of information: whether it can sense A or B, and whether
it is a boundary node of A or B.
A node’s state can therefore be concisely represented as a 4-bit binary number. In this paper we adopt the convention that for two sensed binary variables
A and B, a node’s state, denoted as ns is represented using the truth values
for the tuple %sA (v), bA (v), sB (v), bB (v)&. For example, a node with state 1010
is inside both regions A and B, but is not a boundary node of either region.
Similarly a node with state 0111 is at the boundary but not inside region A (an
outer boundary node of region A) and inside region B and at its boundary (an
inner boundary node of region B). Figure 2 illustrates a topological configuration
(overlap) of two sensor regions that exhibits all 16 possible node states.
Table 1 shows the knowledge a single node can infer about the possible global
topological configurations using purely its own 4-bit state. As indicated in the
table, some node states can infer a large number of possible topological relationships between spatial regions. The next section will provide a computational
framework to detect changes in topological relationships between continuously
evolving regions from these node states.
3.4

Topology in discrete spaces

The problem of topology for discrete spaces has been an active topic of study.
In digital topology, for example, the question of the correct interpretation of
topology based on raster images has been thoroughly investigated [25]. A raster
image can be modeled as a graph, where each raster cell is a node, and edges
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Fig. 2. The overlapping relationship between two regions exhibiting all 16 possible
node states; these node states are labeled on the corresponding geosensor nodes shown
as dark nodes
Node state Candidate relationships
Node state Candidate relationships
1
1111
{B,E,O,V}
9
0000
{B,C,D,E,I,M,O,V}
1110
{B,I,O}
0100
{C,D,M,O,V}
2
10
1011
{C,O,V}
0001
{B,D,I,M,O}
3
11
4
12
1100
{C,D,M,O,V}
0110
{B,I,O}
0011
{B,D,I,M,O}
1001
{C,O,V}
5
13
1010
{B,C,E,I,O,V}
0111
{B,I,M,O}
6
14
1000
{C,D,M,O,V}
1101
{C,M,O,V}
7
15
8
16
0010
{B,D,I,M,O}
0101
{B,D,E,M,O,V}
Table 1. Candidate topological relationships that can be inferred by a single node

connect adjacent cells. Such a graph-based model of a raster is closely related to
our model of a geosensor network, although in a geosensor network we cannot
rely on such regular neighborhoods for each node as we can for cells in a raster
image (i.e., where we have 4 or 8 neighbors for every cell, ignoring edge effects).
A known theoretical problem of digital topology is the lack of one-dimensional
Jordan boundaries, a foundation of topology in continuous spaces [26]. In overcoming this limitation, there are two closely-related alternatives. One is to treat
the boundary of a region explicitly as the set of elements that are in (or out)
of that region, but have neighboring elements that are out (or in) the region.
This is the approach adopted in [27]. Similarly, in the context of geosensor networks [21] adopt this interpretation. However, as a result of granularity effects,
this interpretation leads to a somewhat counter-intuitive result where for discretized regions to meet in the discrete space, they must overlap in the continuous
space (Figure 1a).
The alternative is to define implicit boundaries between discrete elements,
where the boundary itself is regarded as a pair of neighboring boundary elements,
one of which is in the region and one of which is out of the region. In the domain
of digital topology, [28] adopt this approach. Again due to granularity effects it
is still possible that regions in the continuous space in actuality overlap, or in-

a. Explicit boundary

b. Implicit boundary (overlap)

c. Implicit boundary (disjoint) d. Implicit boundary (meet)
Fig. 3. Comparing discrete definitions of the meet relationship between two regions.
Regions that meet in the discrete space must overlap in the continuous space (a),
in the interpretation where the boundary composed of nodes inside the region with
neighbors outside the region (bold nodes). Instead, if the boundary is composed of
pairs of neighbors, where one node is inside and one node is outside the region (bold
edges), regions that meet in the discrete space may overlap (b), be disjoint (c), or meet
(d).

deed are disjoint, as well as truly meet (see Figures 1b, 1c, and 1d, respectively).
Ultimately, there is no “correct” interpretation: limited granularity means some
distortions are inevitable. However, this paper and our previous work [20] similarly adopt the latter, implicit-boundary interpretation, in contrast to [21]. It
has been argued that this second interpretation, of pairs of neighboring nodes,
is more cognitively “natural” [28] (since it does not lead the counter-intuitive
result that discretized regions that meet in the discrete space must overlap in
the continuous space). Further, this implicit interpretation does not require an
arbitrary decision about whether to treat the boundary as the set of elements
inside the region with neighbors outside versus the set of elements outside the
region with neighbors inside.

4

Computational framework for decentralized reasoning

The model above has provided a static view of node states and topological
relationship between two spatial regions at a point in time. When considering
continuously evolving spatial regions monitored by a geosensor network, the

model clearly needs extension. Regions’ deformations can lead to gradual changes
in topological relationships between two regions.
In representing spatiotemporal geographic phenomena, the simplest way is
to represent them as a sequence of snapshots—static states of spatial entities
monitored by a geosensor network. Thus, the formal model can be extended
with a set of timestamps T for every sensor function (e.g., sA : T × V → {0, A}).
Some changes in sensed data may lead to a node changing its state (see Table 1).
Local state transitions can help in locally detecting global changes in topological
relationships. This section will present a computational framework for detecting
global high-level changes in topological relationships from such local low-level
state transitions.
4.1

Continuity of region evolutions

Given dynamic a geographic phenomenon monitored at an appropriately fine
level of a temporal granularity, evolving spatial entities can exhibit various
degrees of continuity, such as interior-continuity, boundary-continuity, or sizecontinuity [29,30]. In modeling the evolution of dynamic geographic phenomena,
these three types of continuity can be used to classify the continuous evolution
of a spatial region, including a region’s expansion and contraction. The objective of this research is to detect changes in topological relationships between
continuously evolving regions. It is therefore necessary to adopt a definition of
“continuity” to constrain a region’s evolution in the context of a geosensor network.
Let R : T → V be a temporally evolving region where R(t) is the region at
time t ∈ T . Suppose R only undergoes a scaling type of deformation over time,
then a region’s evolution can be modeled as follows:
Definition 1. Two time steps t" , t ∈ T are consecutive if t" < t and there does
not exist a t"" ∈ T such that t" < t"" < t. For two consecutive time steps t" , t ∈ T ,
the region has expanded if R(t" ) ⊂ R(t); the region has contracted if R(t) ⊂ R(t" );
otherwise the region is unchanged.
Each node can locally detect changes in its sensed value when a spatial region
expands or contracts over time. Its state might involve a transition between
exterior node, outer boundary node, inner boundary node, and interior node for
the spatial region. Thus, the definition of region continuity can be specified as
follows:
Definition 2. For consecutive time steps t" , t ∈ T , a spatial region is evolving
continuously if for all nodes v ∈ R(t" )−R(t), s(t" , v) = b(t" , v) = 1 and s(t, v) = 0
and b(t, v) = 1; and for all nodes v ∈ R(t) − R(t" ), s(t, v) = b(t, v) = 1 and
s(t" , v) = 0 and b(t" , v) = 1.
Figure 4 illustrates four node states and their possible transitions when a
spatial region undergoes a continuous evolution over time. Continuous evolution
of a spatial region will always involve a state transition between inner boundary

nodes and outer boundary nodes. When a region expands continuously, outer
boundary nodes transition to inner boundary nodes; When a region contracts
continuously, inner boundary nodes transition to outer boundary nodes. Note
that the definition of continuity excludes the possibility of region appearance or
disappearance. While this is a reasonable restriction in the context of scaling deformations [31], clearly this constraint may be violated by changes to real-world
phenomena (i.e. appearance and disappearance of regions measuring high/low
moisture or temperature). However, it is expected with prior work that already
monitors region appearance and disappearance (i.e. [14, 15]) could be integrated
into our current framework as a topic for ongoing research.
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Fig. 4. The transitions between neighboring states for a continuously evolving region
monitored by a geosensor network

Considering two spatial regions monitored by a geosensor network, continuous expansion or contraction of one region will lead to a gradual change
in topological relationships between these two regions. Possible relationship
changes between two spatial regions have already been investigated by other
researchers [32], as shown in Figure 5. This conceptual neighborhood graph assumes only one region evolves at one time. Every edge connecting two topological
relationships indicates a relationship change over time by a region’s expansion
or contraction. Note that relationship change between overlap and equal is only
feasible when a region undergoes a translation type of deformation, which is
beyond the topic of this paper and will be investigated in the future work. The
following sections will describe how to reason about gradual changes in these
topological relationships in the network.

Disjoint
Meet
Overlap
Cover

CoveredBy
Inside

Equal

Contain

Fig. 5. The conceptual neighborhood graph describing possible relationship changes
between two spatial regions under the scaling type of deformations, adapted from [32]

4.2

Node state transitions

The definition of “continuity” above constrains a region’s evolution and defines
the transitions between four states for a single region. Intuitively, the same definition can be applied to the transitions between the 16 node states for two
spatial regions. As shown in Figure 6, the state transition diagram illustrates
possible state transitions. In this diagram, each edge connects two neighboring
node states and indicates a possible state transition between them under the
continuous evolution of spatial regions.
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Fig. 6. The state transition diagram exhibiting possible transitions among the 16 node
states; node states sharing the same properties are grouped together and assigned a
gray-scaled color (white color shows nodes in group I, light gray shows nodes in group
II, dark gray shows nodes in group III, and dark color shows nodes in group IV)

The 16 node states are classified into four groups according to their roles and
properties in a geosensor network:
• Group I (0000, 0010, 1000, 1010): nodes with states in this group can not
sense any part of the boundary.
• Group II (0011, 0001, 1100, 0100): nodes can sense the (inner or outer)
boundary of one region only, which means the nodes can detect continuous
evolutions of single region in the network.
• Group III (1110, 1011, 1001, 0110): nodes can sense both regions in the
network, but they can sense the inner or outer boundary of only one region.
• Group IV (1111, 1101, 0111, 0101): nodes can sense inner and/or outer
boundary of both regions. The nodes in this group are especially important
for detecting deformation in both regions, and so relationship changes in a
geosensor network.
Table 2 illustrates the characterization of each topological relationship by a
distinct set of node states in group IV. For group IV, if the topological relationship has changed, a state transition must occur between the node states because
no two relationships have nodes with identical states. On the contrary, if state

transitions occurred between the node states in group IV, the topological relationship could have remained the same. Therefore, a state transition for nodes
in group IV is a necessary but not sufficient condition for topological relationship changes. The next section will analyze various types of relationship changes
based on the transitions between the node states in group IV.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Topological relationship
disjoint (D)
contains (C)
inside (I)
equal (E)
meet (M)
covers (V)
coveredBy (B)
overlap (O)

Node
0101
1101
0111
1111,
1101,
1111,
1111,
1111,

states in group IV

0101
0111,
1101,
0111,
1101,

0101
0101
0101
0111, 0101

Table 2. The node states in group IV are derived from Table 1 to characterize each
topological relationship

4.3

Inferring relationship changes

Both regions’ dynamism and scaling types influence the transitions between node
states in group IV as well as relationship changes in a geosensor network. Different region’s dynamism or scaling types can result in the same relationship
change but very different state transitions. Therefore, it is necessary to systematically investigate the effects of continuous deformations to either region A or
B leading to relationship changes between two spatial regions.
Table 3 gives us the result of exhaustive analysis of the effects, where possible
relationship changes can be inferred when nodes in group IV locally detect state
transitions in the network. There are three types of relationship changes in the
table, and each one is labeled with a number.
For the relationship change of type 1, if there exists a state transition locally
detected by a node, the global relationship change can then be correctly inferred
from the state transition in the network. For example, if a state transition from
0111 to 1111 is detected by a node v locally and the current topological relationship is meet in the network, the node v can infer a relationship change from
meet to overlap based on the Table 3.
Similarly to type 1, the relationship change of type 2 can be detected when
there exists a state transition locally detected by a node. For type 2, two possible
relationship changes can be inferred from one state transition when the current
topological relationship is inside (I), equal (E) or contain (C). For example, as
shown in Table 3, having a state transition from 0111 to 1111 and the topological
relationship is inside (I), either relationship change from I to B or from I to E
is possible purely from local detection of a state transition. In this situation, we
need to determine which of the possible relationship change has occurred.

0111 FGGGB
GGG 1111
1
M FGGGGGB
GGGGG O
3
3
O FGGGGGB
GGGGG V
1
2
I FGGGGGB
GGGGG B
3
3
GGGGGB
B F GGGGG E
2
2
∗
I ∗ FGGGGGB
GGGGG E
2

0101 FGGGB
GGG 1101
1
D FGGGGGB
GGGGG
3
1
B FGGGGGB
GGGGG
3
3
V FGGGGGB
GGGGG
2
2
GGGGGB
E F GGGGG
3
2
E ∗ FGGGGGB
GGGGG
2

M
O
C
V
C∗

1111 FGGGB
GGG 1101
3
O FGGGGGB
GGGGG
1
1
B FGGGGGB
GGGGG
3
3
V FGGGGGB
GGGGG
2
2
GGGGGB
E F GGGGG
3
2
E ∗ FGGGGGB
GGGGG
2

M
O
C
V
C∗

0111 FGGGB
GGG 0101
3
M FGGGGGB
GGGGG D
1
3
O FGGGGGB
GGGGG V
1
2
I FGGGGGB
GGGGG B
3
3
GGGGGB
B F GGGGG E
2
2
∗
I ∗ FGGGGGB
GGGGG E
2

Table 3. Candidate gradual changes of topological relationships inferring from state
transitions between node states in group IV

Choosing a candidate relationship can be based on the analysis of the set of
node states for each topological relationship. From observations in the Table 2,
some topological relationships have a smaller set of node state, which is a subset
of other topological relationships. Therefore, it is possible to use set difference of
node states to justify the existence of a topological relationship in the network.
As shown in Table 3, candidate relationships are labeled with the symbol “ ∗ ”,
indicating they should be inferred firstly when the relationship change of type
2 is detected locally from a state transition. An inconsistency is defined to be
detected if a node state is not matched with the candidate relationship according
to the Table 2. If an inconsistency is detected somewhere in the network, the
global topological relationship will be updated with the alternative one.
For the relationship change of type 3, the detection of a state transition is
not sufficient to correctly infer a new topological relationship in the network. It
cannot ensure that the global topological relationship has changed to a new one,
unless the state transition occurs at all nodes with this state in the network. If
any node with this state remains unchanged, it means this state is inconsistent
with the newly detected relationship. If inconsistency is detected for relationship
changes of type 3, the global topological relationship remains unchanged.
In summary, relationship change of type 1 can be easily detected from local
state transitions in the network. For the relationship changes of type 2 and 3, inconsistency might exist in the network when local state transitions between nodes
in group IV are detected by nodes. In order to correctly infer what relationship
change occurs, geosensor nodes need to collaboratively perform the consistency
check for each relationship newly detected in the network. The following section
will describe a decentralized algorithm to demonstrate a collaborative task for
checking consistency and inferring relationship changes in the network.

5

Algorithm

The paper adopts Nicola Santoro’s style for decentralized algorithm specification,
which executes in parallel on every node in the network [33]. Briefly, the algo-

rithm defines four states1 (INIT, ACTIVE, IDLE, DONE) for each node; each
node runs as an automaton and transitions between the four states for detecting
relationship changes in a geosensor network. In each state, nodes can respond to
a number of events, including receiving a message (Receiving), an alarm trigger
(When), and spontaneous events (Spontaneously). Associated with each event is
an action, which contains a finite number of atomic operations that are executed
by nodes, without interruption until completion. The following part will explain
details of the decentralized algorithm using this convention.
5.1

Procedures of the decentralized algorithm

Algorithm 1 specifies the main part of decentralized reasoning about gradual
changes in topological relationships between two spatial regions; and Algorithm 2
specifies some procedures used for the computational process. Assume that the
global topological relationship r is known at the initialization of a geosensor
network, which can be computed in the network or at the sink node (line 3, in
Algorithm 1) [21]. The decentralized algorithm consists of following key stages:
• For each sensing round, a node v senses two regions and broadcasts sensor
values to its one hop neighbors in the INIT state (line 5–8). Node v will
transition to the IDLE state before it sets the local clock alarm for the next
sensing round at t + ∆t (line 9).
• Once transition to the IDLE state, node v can compute its node state based
on sensor values received from its neighbors, and transition to the ACTIVE
state if v is not a node in group I (line 11–16).
• In the ACTIVE state, node v starts to compute a state transition and infer
a relationship change (line 32–34). If the relationship change is type 1, v
updates the global topological relationship with a new one and broadcasts
it to one-hop neighbors before transition to the DONE state (line 49–52 in
Algorithm 2). Otherwise, v stores the new relationship in the checking set,
initializes a collaborative consistency checking process and transitions to the
IDLE state (line 54–56).
• In the IDLE state, v might receive a “checking” message and perform onetime consistency check for the new relationship (line 17–19). If an inconsistency is detected and relationship change is type 2, v updates its local
knowledge with the new topological relationship and broadcasts the new
update before transition to the DONE state (line 62–65).
• If an inconsistency is detected and the relationship change is type 3, v broadcasts the inconsistency to neighbors (line 67). And if neighboring nodes receive this inconsistency in the IDLE state, they will remove the new relationship from the checking set (line 20–23).
• Node v can eventually transition to either IDLE or DONE state in each
sensing round. In both states, v archives its node state when the clock alarm
1

Note that four states defined here are used to illustrate the flow of the algorithm,
and are not related to the 16 node states defined in Section 3.

Algorithm 1 The decentralized algorithm for a node v to detect changes
1: States: S={INIT, ACTIVE, IDLE, DONE}
2: Local variables: checking set ← ∅, new relationship,
nst = (sA , bA , sB , bB ), nst−1
3: Local knowledge: the topological relationship r
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:

INIT
Spontaneously
sA ← sA (v) and sB ← sB (v)
// Sense region A and B
Set alarm ← t + ∆t
// Set the local clock for the next sensing time
Broadcast(“initializing”, sA , sB ) message to nbr(v)
Become IDLE
// Transition to the IDLE state
IDLE
Receiving(“initializing”, s#A , s#B ) messages from nbr(v)
nst ← (sA , bA , sB , bB )
// Compute node states
if nst belongs to group I then
Become DONE
else
Become ACTIVE
Receiving(“checking”, r# ) messages from nbr(v)
if r# ∈
/ checking set then
Check-consistency
// see Algorithm 2
Receiving(“eliminating”, r# ) messages from nbr(v)
if r# ∈ checking set then
checking set ← checking set − {r# }
// Remove r# from the set
#
Broadcast(“eliminating”, r ) message to nbr(v)
Receiving(“updating”, r# ) messages from nbr(v)
r ← r#
// Update local knowledge with new relationship r#
Broadcast(“updating”, r) message to nbr(v)
Become DONE
Receiving(“maintaining”, r# ) messages from nbr(v)
r ← r#
ACTIVE
Spontaneously
if nst %= nst−1 then
// Compute node state transitions
if nst and nst−1 belong to group IV then
Infer-relationship-changes
// see Algorithm 2
else
Broadcast(“maintaining”, r) message to nbr(v)
Become IDLE
else
Become IDLE
IDLE, DONE
When(t = alarm)
// when the clock alarm ringing
nst−1 ← nst ; nst ← 0
if checking set %= ∅ then
r ← new relationship where new relationship ∈ checking set
checking set ← ∅
Become INIT

Algorithm 2 Procedures used by the Algorithm 1
47: procedure Infer-relationship-changes
48:
Compute relationship change based on the current relationship r and the state
transition from nst−1 to nst
// See Table 3
49:
if relationship change is type 1 then
// Update local knowledge with new relationship
50:
r ← new relationship
51:
Broadcast(“updating”, r) message to nbr(v)
52:
Become DONE
53:
else
54:
checking set ← checking set ∪ {new relationship}
55:
Broadcast(“checking”, new relationship) message to nbr(v)
56:
Become IDLE
57: procedure Check-consistency
58:
if r# is consistent with nst then
59:
checking set ← checking set ∪ {r# }
// Add r# to the set
#
60:
Broadcast(“checking”, r ) message to nbr(v)
61:
else
62:
if r is I, E, or C then
// Indicating relationship change is type 2
63:
r ← new relationship
64:
Broadcast(“updating”, r) message to nbr(v)
65:
Become DONE
66:
else
67:
Broadcast(“eliminating”, r# ) message to nbr(v)

rings (line 41–42). For relationship change of type 2 or 3, if checking set is
not empty, it indicates the new relationship is consistent with all node states
in the network. v updates the topological relationship with the new one and
transitions back to the INIT state for the next round of sensing (line 43–46).
5.2

Computational analysis

As communication is more expensive than computation of data in a geosensor network, computational efficiency is measured in terms of communication
complexity (the total number of messages). To analyze the communication complexity, let us first consider the types of messages exchanged in the network. In
total, there are five types of messages (“initializing”, “maintaining”, “checking”,
“eliminating” and “updating”) transmitted in the network. The communication
complexity of “initializing” messages is Θ(|V |) (each node transmits exactly one
message to exchange sensor data).
The number of “maintaining” messages depends on the total number of nodes
who detect regions’ evolutions. Because the boundary maintenance is a local
operation, it is performed where region evolutions are detected. It might be
expected in the worst case, that every node in the network were a boundary node,
leading to an overall communication complexity for “maintaining” messages of
O(|V |). However, in actuality, the number of nodes at the boundary of a region
scales in proportion to |V |0.5∗D , where D ∈ [1, 2) is the fractal dimension of the

region [19]. Further, in practice D is typically found to lie in the range 1.2–1.3 for
many geographic features [34]. Thus, in the worst case we expect the complexity
of the “maintaining” messages to be O(|V |x ), where 0.5 ≤ x < 1.0; however on
average we expect 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.7.
For other message types, the communication complexity depends on both
the length of the boundary (which scales |V |0.5∗D , D ∈ [1, 2)) and the type of
relationship changes detected in the network.
• If the relationship change of type 1 is detected, then only an “updating”
message is transmitted once among boundary nodes in the network. The
communication complexity is therefore O(|V |x ).
• If the relationship change of type 2 or 3 is detected and the new relationship is
consistent with node states in the network, only “checking” messages will be
exchanged by boundary nodes. The communication complexity is O(|V |x ).
• If the new relationship is inconsistent with node states, “updating” messages
are required for the relationship change of type 2. Similarly, “eliminating”
messages are required for type 3 to notify the detection of an inconsistency
in the network. Thus, the worse case performance is O(2|V |x ) for these three
types of relationship changes.
The overall communication complexity of the algorithm is O(3|V |x + |V |)
(0.5 ≤ x < 1.0) for each sensing cycle. Another important measure of efficiency
is load balance (the number of messages sent by each node). The algorithm can
achieve constant communication complexity O(1), with any node transmitting at
most 4 messages for each sensing cycle. However, each node in group I only needs
to transmit one “initializing” message to compute a node state. And depending
on the type of a relationship change, other nodes might transmit 3 more messages
to collaboratively infer a relationship change in a geosensor network.

6

Experiments

The decentralized algorithm was implemented within the agent-based simulation
system NetLogo. NetLogo is an ideal platform for empirically testing decentralized spatiotemporal algorithms, as it offers support not only for modeling sensor
nodes’ behavior in the network but also for simulating dynamic geographical
phenomena monitored by the sensor nodes. Real-world deployments of networks
are beyond the scope of this research. Although sensor network technology continues to become cheaper and more easily accessible, large-scale deployments of
hundreds or thousands of nodes, required for testing spatial algorithms, are still
not yet practical for widespread use and experimentation.
In each simulation, geosensor nodes were randomly distributed in a space
of 100×100 units. A communication graph (either unit disk graph, UDG, or
planar Delaunay triangulation, DT) were used to connect nodes. In the UDG,
nodes communicate with neighboring nodes within a unit communication range;
a planar DT can be created based on the UDG. Each experiment comprises 250
simulation runs, each of which ran for 400 time steps. Using the same sequence

of region evolutions across all experiments ensured the comparability between
simulation sets. In each simulation, two spatial regions were generated randomly
in the space; the scaling type of a region was randomly selected and evolved
continuously for 10 steps. At each step, nodes locally sensed the two regions and
computed any state transition.
The experiments also compared the decentralized algorithm with another innetwork aggregation algorithm (TAG). TAG is commonly used for information
aggregation, based on a tree-structure [7]. Essentially, the TAG aggregates node
states of group IV nodes up to the root of the tree (the sink node), where a
relationship change can be computed in a centralized way. The new topological
relationship is then computed and sent back to geosensor nodes along the tree
for updating their local knowledge. Based on the computational framework proposed in this paper, an improved version of this aggregation algorithm is also
implemented (denoted as TAG-change). The TAG-change detects relationship
changes at the sink node and only broadcasts the new topological relationship
back to the nodes once a relationship change has been detected.

6.1

Results

Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of three algorithms where the communication
cost of each algorithm is measured at each time step and a sample data is selected
from 250 simulation results. The X axis denotes every time step and is labeled
by a topological relationship at the time and the Y axis is the total number of
messages transmitted in the network.
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Fig. 7. The number of messages for three algorithms measured at each time step
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As shown in the Figure 7, the TAG-change algorithm consistently outperforms the TAG algorithm; the spikes in the response curve of the TAG-change
algorithm correspond to detection of a relationship change in the network. The
decentralized algorithm significantly outperforms TAG; and generally performs
better than TAG-change over the most time steps. However, in some cases where
no relationship change is detected, the decentralized algorithm can consume more
messages for inferring relationship changes than TAG-change.
Since the three algorithms required the same O(|N |) “initializing” messages
for computing node states at each time step, measuring other types of messages
becomes a key factor for comparing their efficiency. Figure 8 gives the overall
number of messages for inferring relationship changes where “initializing” messages are excluded. In order to compare their scalability, experiments varies the
network density from 400 up to 1200 geosensor nodes in the network.
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“initializing” messages

Figure 8 shows the overall number of messages for three algorithms (two of
them using the UDG) linearly increase as the network density. Compared with
TAG, both the decentralized algorithm and TAG-change increase more slowly
and consume fewer messages. The overall number of message for the decentralized algorithm is less than that of TAG-change. At a network density of 400, the
TAG-change saves a significant amount of communication cost compared to the
TAG, but consumes double amounts of messages than the decentralized algorithm. The overall performance of the decentralized algorithm outperforms the
other two. A power regression analysis of experiment results for the decentralized algorithm shows that the regression curve achieves very high goodness of fit
(y = 159.03x0.8328 , R2 = 0.9597). It supports the theoretical analysis of the overall communication complexity above being of order O(|V |x ) where 0.5 ≤ x < 1.0.
Further, the experiment evaluates and compares the decentralized algorithm and

the TAG-change using the UDG as the underlying communication graph. The
result has shown that both of them can successfully infer relationship changes
in the network. However, it may be observed that the decentralized algorithm
using UDG still performs better than TAG-change using the UDG.
As discussed in Section 5.2, load balance is another important measure of
efficiency in a geosensor network. Because both TAG and TAG-change rely on
a tree structure for detecting relationship changes in the network, they should
have the same load balance. Thus, only the load balances of the decentralized
algorithm and the TAG-change are evaluated in the experiment. A sample result
for about 600 nodes is shown in Figure 9, where the X axis indicates the total
number of messages sent by a node over 400 time steps; the Y axis shows the
frequency of nodes sending that number of messages. The number of nodes for
the TAG-change is labeled in the figure.
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Fig. 9. The load balance for the decentralized algorithm and TAG-change algorithm

Observed from the figure, the decentralized algorithm exhibits a significant
improvement on load balance over the same simulation using the TAG-change
algorithm. The half of the nodes using the decentralized algorithm transmit
only 400 messages in the simulation, with no nodes transmitting more than 800
messages. By contrast, for the TAG-change algorithm, some nodes can transit
over 2000 messages, with a few nodes sending around 4000 messages in the
simulation. Similar results were obtained from all tested scenarios.
Discussion The experimental results illustrated that the decentralized algorithm is more energy efficient than the TAG and the TAG-change algorithm for
inferring relationship changes in the network. Besides, the decentralized algorithm improves the load balance by attenuating the higher loads over the space
and time in the network. The conventional TAG algorithm relies on a tree structure, which results in a load unbalance for energy usage in the network. In the

tree based aggregation approach, nodes nearby the sink need to consume more
messages to aggregate spatiotemporal information for nodes further from the
sink in the network. Consequently, the nodes nearby can deplete their energy
more quickly and eventually cause the network to become disconnected.
It can also be observed that the UDG always consumes more messages than
the DT in terms of overall number of messages for inferring relationship changes
in the network. The reason for this is that in the UDG, nodes can have more
neighbors within the same network density and communication range, leading
to more boundary nodes participating in the detection of relationship changes.
However, computing a planar DT requires nodes to have access to accurate
coordinates—a common assumption in the literature, but unrealistic for practical network deployment. This research relaxed this assumption and demonstrated that our computational framework can still operate in situations when
no accurate location information available in the network.

7

Conclusions and future work

The paper has proposed a representational and computational framework for
decentralized reasoning about gradual changes in topological relationships between two continuously evolving regions. The framework relies on qualitative
information including node states and state transitions. It enables the detection
of global, high-level, qualitative relationship changes from local low-level state
transitions in a geosensor network. In the paper, an efficient decentralized algorithm is also developed and implemented in a simulation system. The algorithm
relies purely on local information about a node’s own state and its immediate
(one hop) neighbors’, without centralized control. Its computational efficiency
is evaluated and compared with another two in-network aggregate algorithms
in the simulation. The results have shown that the decentralized algorithm outperforms the other two in terms of overall messages and load balance. And the
experiments also demonstrate that the computational framework and decentralized algorithm can successfully infer relationship changes without any coordinate
information for nodes in the network.
The future work includes several directions. The computational framework
needs to be extended to deal with other types of deformations because each
deformation type might yield a different conceptual neighborhood graph [31].
For example, the translation type of deformation enables a gradual change from
overlap to equal relationship when spatial regions move continuously over the
space and time. The translation type exhibits more complexity and can be regarded as a simultaneous expansion and contraction of a region in the network.
The paper assumes that only one region evolves at each time step. Relaxing this
assumption to consider the dynamism of two spatial regions at the same time is
more desirable for some applications in a geosensor network. Another direction is
to consider composite and complex objects when detecting relationship changes.
Tracking complex objects and detecting their topological changes have already
been studied by other researchers. Integrating the prior work into the current

framework seems necessary to deal with more realistic situations in a geosensor
network.
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